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In the second part of the boy or girl of the age of twelve years, which would not receive quietly counsel nor correction at their fathers hands, the father took him by the hand and foot and laid him on the ground in a desert place, where he lay a whole day, because he should be chastised and feared thereby. And the girl of that age, her mother made her food, so that in the night before it was day she should sweep all the house and the street, and that always three times might be occupied in bodily toil. And to likewise their parents gave them meat by measure a cake and a half every meal.

In the third part, the boy or girl of thirteen years old, their fathers employed in bringing wood from the mountains, and with a canoe boat to bring boughs and other herbs for the sauce of the house. And the girls should grind and make cakes and other meats for their parents. And they gave their children meat by measure, two cakes every meal.

In the fourth part, the boy or girl of fourteen years old, their parents did employ in fishing in lakes and rivers with his canoe. And the girl was set to weave yarum of whatever sort for apparel. And they gave them to eat two cakes by measure.